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Rebuilding of the _Platform of the Bridge.--After the fall of the 
platform, measures were immediately taken to provide for the travel 
across the ¥ilaine, in establishing a ferry upon the site formerly used 
by a barge, previous to the construction of the bridge, l~earl:~ all the 
wood-work of the platform was recovered; but, excepting the beams, 
the principal pieces of carpentry were all injured and unfit for use ; 
and as the shortness of the beams had contributed to the fall of the 
platform, it was determined to use new material. 

The design of M. Lacroix, Eng., was approved by the administra- 
• tion, who ordered the work to be vigorously executed. Unfortunately, 

the proper wood could not be found in the yards of any commercial 
port, and as the Baltic was frozen, the work must have been deferred 
til! the following spring, had not the marine department given per- 
mission to take all the pieces of large dimensions from the Arsenal 
of Brest. 
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Then the work went on, notwithstanding the bad season. The car- 
penters worked under a large shed raised near the approaches of the 
bridge. At the same time all the irons which had been saved, were 
repaired in a forge near the workshop, and new ones made when 
~vanted. In three months, all was ready for laying the platform. 

:But this operation was retarded by another important one, which 
should have preceded this, but was suspended on account of the cold 
and rains. The coating of mastic and paint upon the cables had been 
torn away in many places ; most of the ligatures had been bruised; 
some wires were injured or cut; so that this part of the suspension re- 
quired a general renewal. Moreover, it was necessary to know the 
condition of the interior; so that arrangements had to be made for 
inspecting them throughout and repairing at the same time. All the 
ligatures were taken off, the painting scraped, and the bundles opened. 
:Each wire was separately examined; those that were broken were 
joined; those that were loose were shortened; and after bringing 
them together, they were soaked in boiled linseed oil, thickened with 
an addition of litharge and lampblack. Then the ligatures were re- 
newed, and the surface of the cables was covered with mastic, upon 
which were laid several coats of paint. 

To attend to these details, a foot-bridge was made of the beams and 
joists of the old platform, and was suspended by iron rods, first to the 
two interior cables, and then to the two exterior; so that at each 
head of the bridge, one of the suspension bundles was completely free 
for work, while the other bore alone one side of the bridge. 

Another matter delayed the establishment of the platform for a few 
days. 

The friction rollers, as has been said, had slid upon their plates 
towards the sides of the porches ; two of them bore upon the rim of 
the plate, and could not work. To restore them to the first position, 
the two cables of the same head had to be raised at the same time. 
The difficulty lay in the insufficiency of the means, it being impossible 
to instal a powerful apparatus, or to find a solid place of support. 

After vainly trying great levers and an iron wedge moved by a 
strong screw, they finally used very tapering wood wedges, well tal- 
lowed, and with great difficulty succeeded in introducing them between 
the cables and masonry, and were five days in restoring the rollers to 
their true place. 

The roadway was finished in less than a month~ and on the 20th 
May, 1858, the bridge was ready for travel. 

Change in the System of Mooring Cables.--The new galleries are 
4"6 ft. wide and 6"5 ft. high. They have two masonry abutments 
against the rock, upon which rests a small brick arch, 4"8 ins. thick, 
with 6 ins. rise. The face of the walls is of rough hewn ashlar, ex- 
cept at the end cross gallery, ~'here the cables embracing the masonry, 
it seemed best to line them with cut stone, so as to distribute upon a 
great surface the pressures borne by the pillow-blocks. 

Upon this arch is a lining of Portland cement, arranged so as to 
form on each side of the axis, at their junction with the abutments, 
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canals to conduct the water filtering through the rock into vertical 
wells emptying outside the gallery. The oozings along and behind 
the masonry arrive through outlets into the cement gutters made at 
the foot of the abutments, through which they run to the discharge 
canals. 

Between the arches and the top of the excavations, a space is re- 
served for a workman to pass from one side of the bridge to the other, 
and attend to whatever repairs may be needed. 

The bottom of the gallery is covered with a masonry pavement, 
7'9 ins. thick, resting upon the rock ; the slopes on the sides are 
quite steep, but to have diminished them would have required a greater 
length and depth of excavation, and it was thought best to make only 
indispensable changes of the primitive profile to save expense; for 
this reason, the steps of the old galleries were preserved, though it 
would have been preferable to have had a uniform and continuous 
slope throughout. 

The mooring galleries are now perfcctTy sound, and the arches 
staunch as possible, and no leaking has occurred. 

Instead of passing down the vertical wells, the mooring cables are 
now a prolongation of the retaining without interruption, and so form 
with the suspension cables two continuous lengths, embracing upon 
each bank the masses of rock which constitute abutments of great 
solidity. To accomplish this, it sufficed to connect one by one, with 
new wires, all the strands of the up-stream bundles with the corre- 
sponding down-stream strands, by carrying the wires round the cir- 
cuit of the cross galleries, and giving them a constant and appointed 
tension. 

The operation of repairing the mooring cables was simple, but re- 
quired care and precaution. 

_Preliminary Details.--In the first place, the covering pedestals 
(whose presence obstructed the passing of the new wires from one side 
of the bridge to the other) were removed ; then the retaining bundles 
were un]igatured between the towers, and 30 ft. inside of pedestals, 
so that the 16 elements, of which each was composed, were perfectly 
free, and grouped in two rows. 

On the up-stream side were placed two dynamometers suspended 
by hooks upon an iron wire, parallel to the direction of the cables ; 
on this wire the dynamometer could be slid at will. • The first was at- 
tached to the cord of a windlass (No. 1), placed in the lowest part of 
the up-stream gallery; the second (:No. 2), to that of another wind- 
lass (:No. 2), placed upon the roadway, on up-stream side, 23 ft. in 
front of pedestal entrance. Each was provided with a jointed nipper, 
closing by means of a ring upon the index rod of tensions. A framed 
horse was placed between windlass :No. 2 and pedestal, bearing a pul- 
ley, over which passed the cord of windlass (:No. 2), and upon its up- 
per cross-piece was made fast one of the ends of the wire supporting 
the dynamometers. 

Joining the Wires.--With these arrangements, it was easy to effect 
the change in the system of mooring. A cut was made in one of the 
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down-stream bundles, within limits of points 5 ft. above and 33 ft. 
below face of pedestal, and after taking away the defective portion, 
to the extremit~ of a wire was joined that of a new wire, by a com- 
mon ligature. This wire carried round to the up-stream side was 
seized ~tt the other end by the nipper :No. 2, and stretched by the 
windlass :No. 2, till the dynamometer indicated the appointed tension. 
A strand taken from a corresponding element upon the up-stream side, 
was cut at any point within the above-named limits, and stretched by 
the windlass :No. 1. The old and new threads were then held together 
by iron vices, and allowed the removal of the dynamometers whilst 
the second junction was made. This done, they were left to them- 
selves, after taking away the vices and breaking off the useless ends 
of the ligatures. 

The two strands of the retaining cables thus bound, were first kept 
isolo.tcd from the elements to which they belonged, so that no friction 
might impede the action, of the windlass, and care also was taken to 
see that no obstacle was in the way of the new wire, especially iu 
l~assing the grooves of the pillow blocks. 

Order of Taking up the Wires.--The conditions of the work indi- 
cated the order of taking up the wires. Thus upon each side, the 
interior bundles, or those nearest to the mooring masonry, were first 
worked by the eIements :Nos. 1 and 2, adjoining the masonry ; then 
:Nos. 3 and 4 were taken up, and so on till the end. :But after having 
repaired the first eight elements of the inner cable, they were left 
alongside of the other eight, to engage upon the half of the outer 
bundles, and for this reason : -  

The previous tension to which each old and new wire was to be 
• subjected, was not absolutely fixed. As it was important to prevent 

in the essential parts of the suspension, movements which would attend 
any alteration of the normal equilibrium, an endeavor was made to 
maintain for the restored wires their primitive tension, which the 
usual formulm for the establishment of suspension bridges would give 
as 178 ]:bs. for each. But th~s figure derived from data, the principle 
of which, the suspension weight, being but approximately known, 
there were reasons to fear that it might differ from the truth. :Now, 
if the given tension were too small, all the restored elements would 
have been too slack, and would have taken a greater sagitta in the 
parabolic part. The opposite would have been the case with too great 
a tension, and therefore the repair of the cables might produce a sen- 
sible rise or fall at their summits, and so in taking up completely, oY~c 
of the retaining bundles before touching the adjoining, it would be 
impossible to dctermine in the suspension curves of the same side the 
differences in level whictl might compromise the solidity of the yoke 
bands to which the platform rods were attached. 

I t  was to avoid or lessen this inconvenience that the retaining cables 
were operated upon alternately. 

:No appreciable movement occurred either during or after the repair, 
so that the adopted tension differed but little from that of the old 
wires. A difference of level, 1"57 inches, which existed between the 
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bundles of the down-stream head, was even reduced one-half in dimin- 
ishing by 6"6 lbs. the tension to be given to the wires of the highest 
bundle, before joining them to the new wires. 

The operation was effected first upon the right bank, and then upon 
the left, instead of taking hold of both sides at once. The fear of 
having at any moment too great inequalities of tension between the 
untouched wires of the old cables and the restored portions, caused 
the adoption of this course. Besides the economy and good executiorL 
of the work, it was more convenient to use the same apparatus and 
workmen, instead of organizing a second gang. 

)Distribution of the _Ligatures.--The ligatures, 1400 in number for 
each retaining cable, were distributed as uniformly as possible over a 
length of 33 ft. at the head of the pedestals. They were so completely 
lost within the bundles, that it is now difficult to distinguish their 
position ; care/vas taken to cover them with a thick coat of red lead. 

.Placing the IVires upon the _Pillow-blocks.--When the new wires 
crossed the pillow-blocks, they were placed in the grooves in regular 
and successive sheets, and were coated with red oxide of iron, or 
greasy substances, and care was taken to see that no friction or other 
cause should prevent the wires from receiving their proper tension. 

_Preparatory Tension.--Iadependently of this tension, which was 
fixed at 178"6 ~bs., the wires were first subjected to another of 264"5 
]bs., in order to overcome accidental resistances, and to destroy ia 
p~rt the bends existing in them. 

JDynamometers.--The dynamometers, which were graduated in kilo- 
grammes from 50 to 150, indicated the working of the windlasses, so 
as to have the normal tension; they were composed of three springs 
in a brass cylinder, 4 ins. diameter and 15"75 ins. long. The springs 
were fixed at one end to the bottom of the cylinder, and hooked by 
the other to a rod under the action of the tension, and carrying au 
index, which gave the effort exerted upon the rod by its position upon 
the graduated scale. , 

Condition of tl~e Wires of tlze Old Cables.--The condition of the 
wires has shown the urgency of the operation ; upon both banks and 
near the points where the sheetings merged into the cables (33 ft. in- 
side of face of pedestals), 950, or about one-sixth of the whole num- 
ber of wires, were completely eaten or cut up by rust. 

In the cross galleries, at the point where the mooring cables bend 
round upon their pillows, the alteration was not so great, but existed 
for a great length. All the strands were more or less attacked, and 
the results of trials made upon 18 of them taken at hazard from the 
old bundles, shows that their force had diminished 7"13 kil. per squaro 
millimetre, or 10145 ~bs. per square inch, or 139 lbs. per wire. 

~emoval of the Old Cables.--When all the strands of the two cor- 
responding elements had been cut and then united by new wires, the 
ends of the elements forming the assemblage of sheeting and cables 
were easily removed outside of the galleries; but not so for the moor- 
ing bundles ; they could not be taken away till after the repairs of all 
the eables~ and then only in tearing them by scraps. 

13. 
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Alteration of the GaZleries.--It was necessary to wait for the com- 
pletion of the galleries (from face of pedestal to 65 ft. inside), before 
the repairs of the cables could be completely finished ; for till then, 
they were inaccessible, and, even under the new cables, the space was 
so restricted that it was very difficult to extract the upper bed of the 
rock. 

Working Gang.--:Nine workmen sufficed for all the details of re- 
newing the wires : four for making ligatures and attending to the dy- 
namometers, two for service of windlasses, and three for carrying the 
wires and their stowage in the pillows. This gang could replace per 
day from 50 to 55 wires of the old cables. Four and a half months 
were consumed in joining the 5600 new wires with the 11,200 old 
o n e s .  

Net Cost.--The expenses were divided into two classes : those for 
enlargement and change of mooring galleries, and those for repairs 
and change of cables ; the first came to $6400, and the last to $5600. 

These figures are considerable; but it must be remembered that the 
space is 656 it. with a width of 20 ft., and that there are four cables 
containing in all 5600 wires; that the workmen operated in excep- 
tional circumstances, and, by reason of the contracted space, could 
not effect more than a half of what could be done in better conditions ; 
that the enlargement of the galleries required large excavations of 
great hardness, and that the blasting had to be done partially and 
~vith care to avoid injuring parts to be preserved ; and, finally, that the 
parts of the newly-constructed cables, presented a length of 71 yards. 

To render an exact account of the cost of a similar renewal in the 
case of a bridge of common dimensions, it would be best to use the 
following elementary data : - -  

A yard of wire, :No. 19, weighs "01408 lb., and the pound, inchd- 
in.g the linseed oil varnish, is worth 7¼ cents ; the joining of a new 
wire with two old ones, costs from 7 to 8 cents ; the purchase of the 
dynamometers and tension windlasses, their instalment, and the pecu- 
liar dispositions called for in the renewal of the cables, may be set at 
from $80 to ~100. In France, many of the toll bridges have but 
14"4 ft. width between handrails for a span of from 65 to 131 yds., 
and consequently the bundles contain only from 1600 to 2000 wires. 
I f  such cables are to be repaired, for a length of 32"8 yds., without a 
change in the system of mooring, the cost would be : -  

For 2000 new wires, 32.8 yds. hmg, weighing 
9269 lbs.~ at 7.25 cents, . $ 672.00 

For rejoining 2000 wires, at 8 cents, . 160"00 
For removing and renewing ligatures, recoat- 

ing and painting, 80.00 
Addit~,onal expenses, 8S'O0 

$1000.00 

I f  necessary to modify the arrangement of mooring cables by sub- 
8tituting accessible galleries for wel]s, or by displacing the cables to 
make them embrace masonry abutments, there must be added a sum 
which~ according to the case, may vary from ~3000 to ~4000. 
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These operations may be effeeted without interrupting the travel 
Objection made to this Mode of Repairing.--It was objected by 

some engineers that the accumulation of a great number of ligatures 
in a small portion of the cables, would diminish the strength of the 
latter, and that the fine wire of which they were made would be im- 
paired sooner than tile other parts of the cables, and in time get rust- 
ed, so as to fail in their duty. 

When it is considered that these ligatures are placed in the same 
conditions with those that serve to join the cable wires, the inconve- 
nience, if it exists, is reduced to a simple increase of the chances of 
rupture of all the ligatures; for, as regards resistance~ it matters not 
whether they are uniformly distributed, or united at the same point. 
Now, the new made part has upon each bank a length of 65 to 75 
metres, and the mean length of the bundles of wires, Nos. 18 and 19, 
vary between 70 and 80 metres, so that the renewal of the mooring 
cables does not increase the number of ligatures by more than 800 
for the 5600 wires taken up, and as the whole number is nearly 26,250, 
for the whole length of the two cables the proportion of the chances 
of injury due to the ligatures is but soo :~:s~ or ~ s .  Moreover, these 
ligatures are less exposed to the effects of moisture than the rest of 
the cables, and are generally in good condition, even in the damaged 
parts. This is owing to coating them (at the time of making) with red 
lead or oil with litharge, which, lodging between the numerous cir- 
cuits of the wires, adheres more strongly and lasts longer than upon 
the smooth surface of wires Nos. 18 and 19, besides remaining intact, 
while that which protects the other is often injured at the workshop, 
or whilst being put in place. 

Besides, experiments made upon 18 strands taken from the old 
mooring cables, which had been left 18 months among the refuse of 
the workshop, show that on being stretched even to rupture, not one 
of the ligatures failed, even though the wires supported as a mean 
1256 lbs.; one of thqm was only broken by a weight of 1500 lbs. 

The Two S~pplementary Gables.~Arrangement of Cables.~The 
two supplementary cables form a continuous skein, embracing on each 
bank the abutments against which the mooring cables rest, and con- 
taining each 1400 wires of "014 sq. in. section. 

Between the towers they describe above the old cables a parabolic 
curve with' 47.89 feet sagitta, and their distance apart at the summit 
is 15~- ins., and only 3½ at the ends. Beyond the towers they follow 
the same line with the retaining and moving cables, midway, and nearly 
at the same level ; however, at their passage over the upper suspension 
roller, or that opposite the river, they are directly applied upon the 
sheets of cables, and only are independent at 19"5 ft. from the axis of 
the towers. 

These dispositions, demanded by local circumstances and by the im- 
posed obligation of preserving the agency of existing works and of 
respecting the forms and proportions of the masonry, are not without 
their faults. It  would have been better had the old and new cables 
been equidistant throughout the parabolic curve; but as~ near the 
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porches, their separation could not exceed 5½ ins., on account of the 
smallness of the openings which they penetrate, and as in so small a 
space there would be difficulties in removing and replacing the rods, 
'whose forms had to be changed fbr suspension upon supplementary 
cables, they were obliged to relinquish the parallelism. On the other 
hand, it is toj~e regretted that the want of space did not allow a com- 
plete indeperl'dence of the new cables from the others, for their over- 
laying causes considerable frictions which have sensibly constrained 
the displacements and reactions, which should be produced in the sup- 
plementary cables when charged with their load. This circumstance, 
though foreseen, but whose influence could not be appreciated because 
the change in the system of primitive suspension would necessarily 
occasion in the old and new cables inverse movements, the one inde- 
pendent, the other simultaneous; this circumstance, I say, prevented 
un exact determination of the position to be assigned to the supple- 
mentary cables when they were entirely free; so that the ultimate 
rise, which has been fixed at 48"21 I t ,  was but 47'89 I t ,  a difference 

~- 9 of 3~ ~ ins. 
Suspension Rods.--The rods of the supplementary cables only dif- 

fered from the others in having a hook instead of an eye at the upper 
ends, embracing the new cable and fastened with wire No. 12. 

Cast Iron SBolsters.~The new cables are separated from the old at 
the origin of the suspension curve by cast iron bolsters of an oval form 
and 3"28 fg. long. They rest upon the sheetings of the primitive cables 
at the site of the lower friction roller with an intervening layer of very 
thick mastic. Care was taken to give the most suitable form to the fi~co 
of contact, and tim relief of the sheetings was obtained by a lead plate, 
from which the moulds were made for each of the bolsters. 

The cables were made in their place, the wires being left free, so 
that the regulating cm've not being deranged, it was easy to appreciate 
the coincidence of each wire with those already in place. For the 
same reason the framed horses generally used to support the parts 
between the towers and mooring masom-y were dispensed with. 

Various Details.--This operation called for the removal of the upper 
portion of the porches, the openings for the passag3 of the old cables 
not being large enough for the introduction of a bundle of wire. The 
cut stone was deposited one side or in the chamber above the arches. 

The moving of the wires from one bank to the other was affected 
upon the bridge, but the porches could not be turned, because the wires 
would be involved between the towers and the first rods, and so they 
were raised directly upon the porches. 

Upon each bank, was placed above and corresponding with the sheet- 
ings of the old cables a windlass upon a frame, whose cord passed 
through a movable ring, fitted to the end of a wood swipe made to 
turn upon a horizontal axis in a vertical plane parallel to the direction 
of the cables ; to this cord was suspended a lead cylindrical counter- 
weight with a diameter greater than the ring. 

To raise the wire, one end v~as attached to the counter weight, which 
in turning the ~inch is stopped by the ring, thus causing the bar to 
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describe a quarter-circle and to pass from its horizontal position a little 
beyond the vertical, when by turning the winch in the opposite direc- 
tion, the counter weight falls drawing the wire with it t0 the lc~,el of 
road-way. While the windlass is at work, the ether end of the wire is 
united to the last hank unwound upon the ether side of tower. 

To diminish the frictions which might ebstruct the separate move- 
ments of the new cable, the bolsters and sheetings should be well tal- 
lowed before laying ou the wires. Each layer of wire is also to be 
covered with the same material. 

When all the wires are laid on, they are brought together and soaked 
in linseed oil thickened with a small quantity of litharge and lamp- 
black ; then, being bound by ligatures ef wire No. 1 ° distributed with 
a space between them equal to their length, which is 11"8 ins., they 
are lined with a layer of thick mastic and three coats of paint. 

_Previous Tenslon.--When a wire is stretched for tile first time, under 
a given weight, it experiences/m elongation, which does not completely 
disappear, on becoming free ; for loads between 2 and 24 kilog, per 
square millimetre, or from 2845 to 34150 lbs. per square inch, the 
permanent elongation is about ½ of the primitive. :Now the old cables, 
having experienced the transient tension ef the test load, the new 
should be found in the same conditions, or subjected to a tension of 
16"5 kilog, per square millimetre (23478 lbs. per square inch) or 330 
lbs. per wire. For this purpose each wire, through the action of 
windlass at both sides of the bridge, is made to describe the same curve 
as that of one (Plate III . ,  Fig. 1, a b c) invariably fixed between the 
porches, and whose rise was determined so that under its own weight it 
would be sollicited by a horizontal force of 330 lbs. 

The rise was deduced from the formula 
p h ~ . p h ~ 

a --  2 f cos. a'  from which we have f . . . .  u R cos. a ; 

1 1 

n°we°s" a - -  "*/1-t-l;ang'2tt ~ -+- (-212) z l  

l : t2  consequently, f~--2I<%/I+ (X)" 
A relation which finally gives 

f i =  - P h ~ 
2 ~/'1~ 2 -- y~h 2 

Substituting in this expression h -~ 316"93 ft., tt = 330 lbs., and 
/9 ----- 0"04704 lbs. per running foot of wire No. 19, we have for the rise 
of the indicating wire 7"2 ft.* 

Thus prepared, the two supplementary bundles present in their pro- 
visional position a perfect regularity, and the smnmits of the curves 
are upon the same horizontal line. This is a new proof of the advan- 
tage of making the cables in place ; this system being as easily and 
simply applied in small as in great spans, while the raising of the con- 

* The author  g l v e s f  = 2"65 m., which is erroneous ; his da ta  are h = 96"6 m.~ r~ = 150 k ,  and p = 0"070 k. 
per running metro.  The eurv% which is a eatenary,  is t reated as a parabola. 
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stituent elements of cables for spans of more than 100 yards presents 
some difficulties, and the regulation of the different elements is not 
always attended with the desirable precision. 

Working Gangs and Cost.--Independently of two agents whose 
special duty was to look after the perfect coincidence of the wires, 
there were 15 cablers or workmen who placed, per day, from 83 to 
40 strands upon each head of bridge, that is to say, 31473 running 
yards of wire with a weight of 4411 lbs. 

The daily wages of all these workmen came to $ 8"00 ; so that the 
laying of the cable came to 0"18 cents per pound. This operation, 
without accounting for the special fixtures, would have cost double had 
the cables been made elsewhere. 

.Provisional Sagitta.--Before making the supplementary cable, it 
was important to determine precisely the provisional position to be 
given it, so that under a permanent load of ½ of that borne by the two 
old cables on same side of bridge, it should take its definitive position 
in respect to the latter ; in other words, to determine the sagitta of the 
wire which should regulate the placing of all the strands of the addi- 
tional cable. 

As this is an interesting matter, we give the steps by which it was 
resolved. 

The rise was first assumed at 45"93 ft. (that of the cables being 49"21 
ft.) ; then to verify it, it was left to find by what quantity it must be 
increased, if the regulating wire is loaded, for each running foot of its 
horizontal projection, with a weight equal to that primitively borne by 
each of the suspension wires. 

The known relation* ( ~ ) 2 =  6 ( ~ - ~ )  

which may be written under the form 

f =  ½v'3/ ,  ( 2 c  - -  21,) (~ )  

which gives the sagitta f of a parabolic curve in function of its length 
2 c and of its chord 2 h, enables us to determine the variations of the 
rise corresponding with those of the curve. 

On the other hand, if a wire such as a k e, with a length l, is loaded 
with a weight p per running foot, in the part between the points of 
support, it experiences an elongation a, resulting from the horizontal 
tension Q, due to the load, and to the change in form of the catenaries 
m n p, m' nPpl, whose length diminishes, while the parabolic are has 
an equal increase (Plate I t I . ,  Fig. 1). 

This elongation is expressed by the formula : 
Q/ 2~2 a3 cos. ~ ( ~2 ) 

a -~ - -  -ff - q~ 1 (v) 

in which : 
~ the weight per running foot of wire No. 19 ~ 0"04704 lbs. 

s == section of the same wire ~-~ 0"0000979 square foot. 
a ~ horizontal distance o x between the ends of the retaining 

cables ~- 196"85 ft. 
* Memoire do Navier sur los pouts suspendus~ 2d Edition~ p. 92. 
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Cos. ,~ = 0"80. 
v. ~-- co-efficient of elasticity ~ 4507552379 lbs. per sq. ft. 

¢~ ~ horizontal tension of each wire --  p h~ 7" 
q ~-- tenslon of regulating wire under its own weight ~ -~ h~ 

Performing the calculation indicated in the expression (v) in sub- 
stituting for h 816"93 ft., 1246"74 for l, and 0"14112 lbs. for 2, we 
have 

a = 0'4352 + 0.1594 × .9375 = 0.5846. 
And as the value u c, corresponding to a rise f ~ 45"93 ft. is 

( 2 c = ~ h  1 + ~ h ~ ] - - 6 4 2 " 7 2 f t "  

it follows that in putting 2 e + a ---~ 643.28 ft. instead of 2 e in the 
formula (u) we obtain the length P ~ 47"40 ft. of sagitta which the 
standard wire should take under the load p. 

The space between the old and new cables having been fixed at 0"98 
i t ,  this result shows that the provisional sagitta should be 

49'21 f t . -  (0"98 + 1.47) = 46"76 ft. 
As, however, the preceding calculations have taken no account of the 
frictions of the wires upon their points of support, and as the formulm 
rest upon hypotheses whose correctness has only been verified in cer- 
tain limits, it seemed best by direct experiment to see if  absolute con- 
fidence could be put in the indications of theory. 

Consequently a wire :No. 19 was stretched from h tog (Plate I I I ,  Fig. 
1), describing the line hnta ecg, loaded in the portion a ee with a uni- 
form weight, equal to that borne by each Wire of the old cables; then, 
fixing fast the end h, it was stretched so that its summit e, being 0"98 
ft. above the middle of the suspension cable, the two parts h nrm t and 
rang  should describe the same curves as the lower generatrices of 
the retaining bundles. 

The wire being fastened at g, its load was removed. Its primitive 
form was changed, and the summit e rose 1"67 ft., while the catenaries 
m rip, m rn t p~, were lowered beneath the retaining cables. This ope- 
ration, many times repeated upon both sides of the bridge, always gave 
the same result to within from "39 to "78 of an inch. 

Moreover, the wire when in the position a k c was loaded with the 
same weight, and each time returned exactly to the position a e e. 

The accordance of facts with theoretical deductions, and the consi- 
deration that the sagitta of a eatenary (like that assumed by the sup- 
plementary cables during their construction) is shorter than that of a 
parabolic are of the same length, caused the adoption for the regu- 
lating curve, of that described by the wire of experiment, and the 
provisional sagitta to be fixed at 49"21 ft. - -  (0"98 -t- 1"67) ~ 46"56 ft. 

These operations were conducted on the supposition that the load 
of each new cable was equal to that borne by each old cable~ while in 

g 22f2~,2 
STile  original has ~1 'Jr" t~robably a mi~vprtnt, 

\ 3 p2/ 
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reality it was but ~ of it, and as within the limits considered, the elonga- 
tions of sagitta may be regarded as proportional to tensions ~ of the 
space e k ~ 1"67 ft., or 1"115 ft. was taken for the lowering of the 
summit of the additional cable. 

But at the same time, the inverse movement of the other cables was 
to be accounted for when they were relieved of ½ of their primitive 

1"67 
load, and the rise of their summit was supposed to be - - ~  0'556 ft.; 

so that the old and new cables would be 1"115 ~- 0"556 = 1"67 ft. 
apart. 

(To be Continued.) 

For the Journal of the Franklin Institute. 

Iron Girder Bridge for tJte Boston and Worcester _Railroad, over 
Watertown Road, in Brighton ; built by Win. Adams & Co., Bos- 
ton. By EDWARD S. 1)ItILBRICK, C. E .  

Though this structure differs in many of its details from any bridge 
of the kind hitherto constructed, the same ratio was used in the 
proportioning of tim metal to the strains incurred as in other similar 
:English and American structures, viz : a maximum tensile strain of 
four and one-half tons, and a compressive strain of four tons per 
square inch of section, incurred by a live load of one ton per lineal 
foot of track. 

It consists substantially of three girders of the I form, supporting 
on their tops a floor and double-track railway, the girders being braced 
against each other in a thorough and rather peculiar manner. 

The span is eighty-six feet and ten inches between bearings, approach- 
ing the limit where a tubular form would be preferable to a series of 
separate girders, and therefore requiring a degree of strength unusual 
in the I form of girder. The middle girder, having sometimes to sup- 
port two trains at once, should they chance to meet on the bridge, is 
made proportionally strong and rigid, as fully proved by the test load, 
described below. 

The great obl]qulty of the bridge (there being an angle of only 
21 ° 30' between the tracks and the abutments), while lal:gely increas- 
ing the length and cost of both masonry and superstructure, is an 
advantage when compared with right-angled bridges of similar span, 
because each girder is here supported laterally by the abutment itself 
throughout one-third of its length. 

Tile horizontal members at the top and bottom of the girders, de* 
voted to resisting the compressive and tensile forces respectiv61y, are 
all two feet in width, varying in thickness to conform to the strains 
to which they are subject. Their joints are spliced with plates of the 
same width, on both sides. They are attached to the vertical sheets 
or web by a four by four inch (4 f' x 4") angle iron on each side of the 
latter, passing along the centre of the horizontal plates. The joints 
of these angle iroas are also spliced with a patch of similar form. 


